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Abstract:
In many cases, web application security cannot provide the required level of security. Proactive collection of network data from all of the network layers in real time and their forensic
analysis can help to uncover information about the internal or external attacks and to
prevent potential damages. The best way is to combine application and system monitoring
and perform centralized traffic monitoring to correlate events. The data collected in such
manner can be used to detect traffic anomalies and improve network intrusion detection.
Tracing traffic at multiple levels could potentially provide more information about the intrusion features. Analysis of these centralized log data has become an important research
area in proactive network security. Any attacks should be detected as soon as possible by
monitoring system, to take appropriate corrective measures in timely manner. In this paper
deferent types of network events and data sources are described and their integration into
centralized log management infrastructure in proactive forensic architecture is researched.
The authors of this paper proposed an integrated proactive digital forensic (IPDF) model
for internal and external attacks and its contribution to overall network security in context
of high – volume network traffic, big data and virtualized cloud computing environment.

INTRODUCTION
Proactive network forensics is becoming unavoidable
in network information security. Two major changes have
caused its development. The first, costs of high-volume
date storage on a network device are affordable [Related
Work
In the field of DF examination of big (high volume)
data [28], there are a few authors’ works. The authors in
[29] summarized some relevant works who contributed
to the subjects such as big data digital forensic investigation, proactive digital forensic and forensic in virtualized
environment. Roussev et al. (2004) proposed distributed
digital forensics, tool for big data analysis, using Foren-
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sics Tool Kit (FTK), and increasing in performance from
hours to a few minutes. Golden et al. (2005) presented an
open source, high performance file carver, Scalpel that increased carving speed for factor of 4. Roussev et al. (2009)
emphasized DF investigations on a cloud computing platform. Carrier et al. in [5] adapted the iterative z algorithm
to speed up the process of imaging, searching and analyzing in DF, detecting outliers via MAC (modified, accessed,
and created) times in set of spatial features in order to
automate DF analysis and detect infected files. Phillip G.
Bradford and Ning H. in their work [25] presented positional PDF architecture to discover insider attacks using
monitoring system for following user’s behavior in local
network.
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The authors of this paper proposed an integrated PDF
model (PDFI) for internal and external attacks and its
contribution to overall network security in context of
high – volume network traffic, big data and virtualized
environment, such as cloud computing system.

OVERVIEW ON REACTIVE AND PROACTIVE
DIGITAL FORENSICS
Digital forensics (DF) can be defined as the set of
methods, tools and techniques used to collect preserve
and analyses digital data collected from any type of digital media, involved in an incident with the purpose of extracting valid evidence for the court of law. As a response
to an incident or computer crime, DF investigation is
essentially a reactive process and it is called reactive DF
investigation (RDFI) (Fig.1.)

Fig.1. Proactive and Reactive Digital Forensic Framework

Although RDFI or post-mortem forensics is very effective, it is limited, especially in anti-forensic incidents,
volatile data and event reconstruction. To overcome this
limitation, the Proactive Digital Forensic Investigation
(PDFI) [25] is required. The PDFI processes should have
the capacity to proactively collect and preserve data, detect suspicious events, analyze extracted evidence and report an incident as it occurs [15, 22, 25]. Therefore, by being proactive, DF is prepared for incidents [16]. Although
there is little work done on PDFI, it has many advantages
over RDFI such as reducing the effect of anti-forensic
methods, providing more accurate and reliable digital evidence in real time, and saving time and money in carrying out DF investigation. The five fundamental principles
of computer forensics that could be applied for network
RDFI and PDFI are presented in Table 1[9].
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Table 1 Fundamental principles of computer forensics
Princidescription
ple
Consider the entire system (e.g. the user
1
spaces, file system)
2
there is no trust either in user or in policy
3
analyze the cause and eﬀects of events.
Understanding context and interpreting mean4
ing of an event.
all actions and results must be done by forensic
5
analyst.

Functional model of network proactive digital
forensic investigation
There are two type of network traffic monitoring systems [26, 12]: (1) Catch-it-as-you-can and (2) Stop-lookand-listen system. In the first approach all packets passes
through one determined traffic point where it is recorded
and saved for later on analysis. This approach is not appropriate for PDA monitoring system, as it requires large
amount of memory and batch type of analysis. In second
approach each packet is analyzed in real time and only
certain type of predefined information are stored for later
on analysis. The type of stored information could be suspicious and malicious data. This approach is appropriate
for PDF monitoring system. However it requires much
faster processor to respond incoming data traffic.
In case of PDFI the entire history of the system must
be preserved and sometime the analysis and report the
results should be perform in real-time. Proactive forensics
depends on strong network monitoring system that makes
main part of PDFI infrastructure. It must be designed to
perform monitoring of internal user activities and to collect potential forensic evidence of the insider and outsider
threats [6]. There are few weaknesses in current NIDS
based monitoring system such as: false positive and false
negative, detection of non-critical events and low level and
slow deviations [29] in user behavior. Most effective proactive forensic system can be designed with NIDS and/or
IPS devices as triggers for appropriate forensic tool. These
triggers should be forensically relevant data collected and
generated by NIDPS in monitoring system. Depending
on NIDPS model security vector usually has three states;
suspicious, normal and anomalous [1, 18]. Collected data
are aggregated into one of the three states. To select the
relevant security features general access procedure can be
used [29]. The results of PDF and monitoring system are
presented in Fig.2.

Fig 2. Functional model of PDFI real-time monitoring system

An effective monitoring system is needed for effective
and proactive incident management. In PDF system a permanent monitoring provides a real-time verification of
the network security system. As the security layered infrastructure provides best protection of network information
asset, most appropriate is a layered architecture of IDS in
implementing PDF monitoring system. The authors in [1,
29] proposed typical NIDS design containing the three
layers: top, middle and bottom. The model is proposed
for network proactive protection from internal attacks.

Even though internal attacks are still prevailing, malicious programs and direct attacks over Internet can’t be
underestimated. The authors of this paper, using the idea
from [29], proposed the three layered IDS architecture for
external and internal threats (Fig.3). Traffic from the Internet is filtered in border firewall. Network IDS (NIDS)
in this location registers attacks from Internet that braking through border firewalls. The NIDS registers attacks
on the web, FTP, exchange and all other servers located in
DMZ (perimeter network), too. It indicates problems with
security policy, firewall configuration or its malfunctioning. The top layer of this model quickly registers malicious
attacks from black-listed web sites and unauthorized internal user processes by malicious sites name and users’
processes names. The middle layer utilizes a role based
access control (RBAC) rule generated by the GA module
to capture the internal unauthorized processes associated
with particular user role. It is supposed that some malicious codes can pass through this layer. The bottom layer
performs statistical analysis over the remaining users’ processes for any “low-and-slow” deviations from the referenced process patterns associated with user and group of
users’ roles [29]. This layer can detect potential malware
using signature and heuristic methods.
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Proactively collecting and categorizing network
data

In Fig.3 information of network security mechanisms
are used in security practice for data collection from network devices and monitoring system. Obviously firewalls,
AV programs and security log files are used most often.
Many people use NIDPS systems, too. However, the most
interesting issues on this chart is position of the server and
client honey pots that they have used before but stopped
due to additional workload involved in setting them up
[User profiling according to his/her most often performed
actions.
◆ Attacker profiling according to activities performed
to unauthorized access.
◆ Signature analysis or „typing signature” analysis is a
complex stylometric problem and can’t be fully reliable as unique factor for attacker’s identification.
◆ Attack signature that uses e.g. attacker’s favorite
type of vulnerabilities to perform an attack such as:
security hole, misconfiguration, buffer overflow,
SQL injection or cross-site scripting [13]. Due to
continuous new smart attacks created almost every
day, any IDS systems must be regularly updated.

Network forensic data location and sources
In PDF architecture design is necessary to know where
forensically relevant data are located. The key sources
of forensic evidences on network and Internet are well
known (Table 2) [1].
Table 2 Key forensic data sources on network and Internet
df evidence
source
attacker’s computer

log file, working files, ambient data
(slack and non allocated space of Hd)

Corrupted computer

log file, working files, ambient data

Firewalls
network device

Fig.3. Integrated PDFI model for internal and external attacks
investigation

Suspicious users’ or malicious processes from the
three layers are logged securely at a separate log storage
providing input in offline forensic tool. Forensic analyst,
as a member of security team [30, 32] follow monitoring system alarms and security log storage on daily basis.
Any misused or malicious process or code, discovered in
forensic analysis process, automatically is sent to update
black list of known processes and known malicious websites.

Type of evidence source

log file
log files, buﬀers, memories

ISp (Internet
Service Provider)

Client’s traﬃc logged data that are
mandatory retained (1 year)

victim’s computer

log file, working files, ambient data
change of configuration, remained
malicious files (trojans, viruses, rootkit), hash value changed files, store
stolen files, web traces of the attack,
unknown extension files, etc.

Many external sources offer forensic evidence for an
incident in forms of IPs and URLs addresses, malicious
URLs addresses of DNS-a, type of malware, botnets or
C&C servers and malicious scanning. In general, methods of data acquisition for incident identification are quite
different in surveyed organization (Fig.4.) [11]
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Fig.4. Computer incident data providing [11]

Forensically pertinent data are collected into log files
started from border routers and firewalls, via web servers
and all other network active devices. The types of collected
data should be designed according to PDF system purpose
– detection of internal, external or both threats [10, 31 and
32]. The sources of collected data are shown in Table 1.
Table 3: Network forensic data sources
Network
device
Host

router

firewall

Switch
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Proactively collected forensic data
Storage device images, ram contents, and any
static evidence located within agents reach, can
be transmitted over the network to the forensic
server. It can be network server, such as e-mail, file,
print, and dB servers.
the type of information on a router is related to
traﬃc logs that may contain routing process errors,
router status, such as the interfaces, or even suspicious activity, depending on logging configuration.
It keeps detailed logs of network activity such as
regular network traﬃc, recognized attacks, rejected packets, allowed applications, and sources of
suspicious activity (e.g. Ips), keeping track of which
protocols or services tried to break in.
data in the content addressable memory (Cam),
where the mapping of a maC address to a specific
port is located,and information about the virtual
local area network (vlan).

nIdS

It can log the following (not all inclusive list): port
scans; traﬃc coming in on uncommon ports or
protocols; recognized threats, such as worms or
viruses; anonymous ftp attempts or other services; originating Ip addresses of attacks; Bandwidth
usage, etc.

nIpS

It blocks or shuts down perceived threats on the
network. nIpS can log the same events as an nIdS
does, but it analysis data on the network in realtime and scanning them for threats.

network
printer

It usually logs in print jobs with the associated
metadata. Someone uses linux or other nIX operating system, so an agent can be put on a printer to
capture its data.

network
copier

It keeps logs and can handle agent installed as network printer does.

Wireless access pointWap

It logs everything similarly to a normal router,
with the addition of wireless-specific information,
authentication, SSIds and other incoming connections.

Storing
logged
events

the amount of stored data is limited by network
transport and storage capacity. the solution is in
use of agents to analyze network data in real-time
and save only suspect data for later on analysis.
the agents can alert on and forward suspicious
activity,and reduces the storage load on the system.

Network
device

Proactively collected forensic data

Storage
area network (San)

It is a separate network consisting of devices dedicated to data storage. Its implementation is sometimes complex because it can rival the size of the
entire network.

network
attached
storage
(naS)

It connects to the network with file level protocols
such as nfS or Samba. naS system can be stripped
down to be a server dedicated to storage access,
like a normal file server but with even less generalpurpose functionality.

direct
attached
storage
(daS)

as a non-networked storage connected to the server, it extends the server storage capability by attaching another computer that is solely dedicated
to storage. It is extremely fast as it has no network
structure to contend with, but suﬀer from not being able to share storage space with other servers
except with its connected host.

Aspects of network collected data forensic
analysis
1) Forensic analysis of time stamps
Correlating the time stamps from all network devices
is the first step taken in any network investigation.
It is impossible to establish a baseline from which to
compare data timestamps if timestamps are not synchronized [4]. Best way to synchronize all devices on a
network is to use Network Time Protocol (NTP) and
to keep all network components accurate within milliseconds of Coordinated Universal Time (UTC). This
accuracy is necessary because network communication
relies on accurate timestamps to function correctly.
Challenges in correlating network events are numerous.
2) Logs filters and archivers analysis
Software such as event log analyzers collects, analyzes, reports, and archives SysLog from networked
Windows hosts and other networked active devices.
These applications generate reports helping in threats
monitoring and network forensic analysis. The event
analyzer software proactively reduces system downtime, helps system administrators and increases network performances as whole. Some relevant features
of typical event log analyzers are centralized event log
management, compliance reporting, security analysis,
automatic alerting, etc. [19]. Major benefits of an event
log analyzer are shown in Table 4 [38].
Table 4: Benefits of an event log analyzer
num.

Beneﬁt

1

network visibility and control

2

Manage Windows Event Logs, Unix/Linux SysLogs, W3C
Logs and SQL Server Audit Logs

3

log data collection at a single centralized location

4

data integration and normalization

5

derive reports both on compliance and security

6

pre-configured to address diﬀerent compliance needs
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num.

Configuring somme of the network devices logs

Beneﬁt

7

Support for new compliance reports

8

report scheduling and distribution

9

real-time alerts

10

powerful filtering capacity

11

automatic, ﬂexible and secured log data archive

12

Important events separated from a pile of events

13

Continuous watch

14

Customizable solution to suit any requirements

15

monitor the performance of network

16

Customized dashboard view for administrative purposes

There were several design goals when implementing
logging infrastructure to capture the log data from every
device on the network at all times. Logging into one central place where all the information would converge is the
best
way to correlate events across multiple devices. Results
of our system operation are presented in Fig.5. (Registered attempt port scans detected by the Snort sensor).
For this reason a common time source and log format are
desirable. It needs to have integrity in case the logs were
required for use as evidence. This demands well designed
archiving processes and handling procedures. From a usability perspective the log data needs to be easily reported
on and manipulated by common database tools. A final
requirement is to have the system immediately alert administrators whenever suspicious items appeared in the
logs. SysLog is most feature-laden product in this arena
[8, 31] and majority of features and functionality is on its
native OS UNIX.

Before we begin configuring all the devices, a little
planning should be done. We need to understand a little about how the SysLog protocol itself was structured,
to be able to design an efficient plan for using it at our
company. Each SysLog message includes a priority value
which is made up of two parts. The value is expressed as
facility severity, where facility is a type of category for the
message and severity is its relative importance. Some of
the facilities are assigned for static purposes and others
are user definable. The user definable facilities are those
that we need to consider.
When configuring our devices to use SysLog we often
have the option to determine which facility and sometimes which severity the device would use. This provided
us with an opportunity to organize the incoming log data
in a way that would make it easier to manipulate both in
an immediate (e.g. live response) and an historical (e.g.
forensic analysis) context. Configuring all of our devices
according to this scheme lend itself to a number of applications. This approach allowed us to easily focus our
attention on high-risk devices. Those messages coming
from perimeter hosts could be isolated from the rest of
the traffic flow for increased scrutiny. Some examples of
this approach will be detailed later in the paper, but now
will be examined how some specific devices should be
configured.
For the strong monitoring system in PDF infrastructure a log server, as the core of the centralized log architecture, is the most important. It enables proactive security features and makes easier digital forensic analysis later
on. This collection of data in the log server, documents
and specifications provide the first response to the computer incident and make easier forensic analysis in case of
computer crime [9].

Fig.5: Central log server-logging SNORT alerts
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Snort loging to central log server
We have designed a system for centralized logging
alerts and notifications generated by multiple Snort sensors in a network using open source software solutions
such as: Cent OS ver. 6.3, Snort ver. 2.9.5.6, and Barnyard,
BASE, Rsyslog and Adiscon Log Analyzer ver. 3.6.3.
An open source NIDPS, Snort, is developed by Sourcefire and designed to scan combined signature, protocol,
and anomaly. It is the most deployed NIDPS technology
worldwide [34]. Its output system, Barnyard, creates a
special binary output format called unified. Barnyard 2
can read this file, and resend its data to a database, and
stores them when the database temporarily cannot accept
connections [34]. Based on the code from the Analysis
Console for Intrusion Databases (ACID) project, BASE
(Basic Analysis and Security Engine), provides a webbased application to query and analyze the alerts created
by SNORT IDS system [35]. Rsyslog, open source software
utility, based on UNIX and Unix-like platforms, forwards
log messages in an IP network [36]. Adiscon Log Analyzer is a web interface to syslog and other network event
data. The database can be populated by Monitor Ware
Agent, Win Syslog or Event Reporter on the Windows
side and by rsyslog on the Unix/Linux side [37].
The system operates in the following manner: SNORT
generates alerts or notification and transferred it to Barnyard. Barnyard parses the received messages and store
it in SNORT events database (BASE uses this database).
Same message sends to local rsyslog on local IDS/IPS sensor, which is forwarded to rsyslog on central log server.
Log Anlyzer provides easy browsing and analysis of real
time network events and reporting services.
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components such as the data dictionary, syntax specifications, and event taxonomies provide the first response to
computer incident [10]. It makes easier digital forensic
analysis following computer incident or crime [8].
In this paper authors proposed the theoretical functional models of the strong monitoring and PDF systems
for real - time response to both internal and external attacks.
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